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INTRODUCTION

In soil science, predictive digital soil mapping has
received wide recognition in the past twenty years [5,
12, 13, 22]. Its object is the prediction of the spatial
distribution of (1) soil taxonomic units and (2) the
physical, chemical, and biological quantitative prop�
erties of soils. The prediction is based on the analysis
of the spatially distributed quantitative characteristics
of the soil forming factors using various mathematical
techniques, such as multiple regression analysis,
hybrid geostatistical approaches, fuzzy logic, discrim�
inant analysis, artificial neural networks, etc. 

As a theoretical basis for predictive soil mapping,
McBratney et al. [24] proposed SCORPAN, a model
for empirical quantitative descriptions of relationships
between soils and spatially distributed predictors:

(1)

where Sc is soil classes, Sa is soil attributes, s is soil
(other properties of the soil at a given point), c is cli�
mate (local climatic properties), o is organisms (vege�
tation, fauna, and human activity), r is relief (topogra�
phy, morphometric variables), p is parent material
(lithology), a is age (time), and n is space (spatial posi�
tion). The authors of SCORPAN noted that Eqs. (1)
are versions of the well�known equation of Hans
Jenny, which describes soil as a function of soil form�
ing factors [16, p. 16]:

(2)

where S is soil; and cl, o, r, p, and t are soil�forming
factors (climate, organisms, topography, parent mate�
rial, and time, respectively). The ellipsis indicates that

( ) ( ), , , , , , , , , , , , , ,c aS f s c o r p a n S f s c o r p a n= =

( ), , , , , ,S f cl o r p t= …

additional soil formers may be included in Eq. (2).
McBratney et al. [24, p. 6] stressed the scientific prior�
ity and principal importance of Jenny’s book [16] for
the emergence and development of predictive soil
mapping. At the same time, the early works of the Rus�
sian school of soil science were totally ignored.

The subject of this paper is to show that contempo�
rary predictive soil mapping is based on the works of
Vasily Dokuchaev and Sergey Zakharov.

THE DOKUCHAEV HYPOTHESIS

In 1886, Dokuchaev [9, pp. 352–353] formulated
the following hypothesis (Fig. 1): 

{Any … soil is always and everywhere a mere

function 
1 of the following factors of soil forma�

tion: (1) the nature (content and structure) of
the parent rock; (2) the climate of the given ter�
rain; (3) the mass and character of vegetation;
(4) the age of the terrain; and, finally, (5) the
terrain topography. It immediately follows that
(a) if the mentioned factors are the same in two
different localities (however far apart they might
be), the soils in the two localities should also be
similar, and vice versa; consequently, (b) if we
have thoroughly studied these factors, we may
predict in advance what the soil itself should be
like. Next, (c) it is well known that the momen�
tum should not change if one force component
increases or decreases by some value, while
another force component changes by the oppo�

1  The italicized text was highlighted by Dokuchaev.
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site value. Thus, there should be a similar, to
some extent, relationship between the character
of the soil and the character of its forming fac�
tors. Hence, it is clear that it is theoretically pos�
sible to state and solve, for example, the follow�
ing problem: How would a given soil change if
there were an increase of the terrain tempera�
ture by, say, 1–2°, with a synchronous increase
of meteoric water by 1–2 inches? How would a
soil change if there is an annual increase of the

vegetative mass by 20 poods per desyatina
2 with

a decrease of the temperature by 1–2°?

Again, all these are so clear and so logically
legitimate and necessary that nobody will prob�
ably argue with this.

2 Pood is the unit of weight of the Russian Imperial measurement
system, 1 pood = 16.38 kg; desyatina is the unit of area of the
Russian Imperial measurement system, 1 desyatina = 1.0925 ha.

For now, unfortunately, it is difficult to prove
all these propositions using facts and with desir�
able completeness, particularly to answer the last
question (c) in detail. The reasons are quite
obvious. Firstly, there is a great complexity of
conditions affecting soils; secondly, these con�
ditions have no absolute values, and, therefore,
it is difficult to express them numerically;
finally, we possess very few data for some factors
and none whatever for others. Nevertheless, we
may hope that all these difficulties will be over�
come with time, and then, soil science will truly

become an exact science}.
3
 

The Dokuchaev hypothesis has the classic three�part
structure of a scientific hypothesis, i.e., “postulate – sug�
gestion – limitation.” Part I of the hypothesis (the first

3 This translation of the Dokuchaev hypothesis was first published
in the author’s book [12, pp. 167–168].

Fig. 2. Title page and page from book [8] with the soil formation equation (3).
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sentence of the quotation) includes the definition of
soil as a function of the five soil forming factors. This
postulate, or “the basic law of soil science” [35, p. 8],
was first published in complete form in 1883, three
years before the publication of the hypothesis [10].
Part II of the hypothesis (the rest of the first paragraph
of the quotation) includes three main suggestions. Part
III of the hypothesis (the two latter paragraphs of the
quotation) includes limitations to prove the hypothe�
sis, which were critical for the late 19th century.

From the hypothesis, one can see that Dokuchaev
explicitly defined the central idea and statement of the
problem of contemporary predictive soil mapping in
the year 1886. It is hardly necessary to argue that the
Dokuchaev hypothesis underlies, in one way or
another, all modern approaches of predictive soil
mapping and most of the mathematical models used in
soil science. For example, Homosoil, a method for
extrapolation of soil data [23] is in fact the direct
implementation of points (a) and (b) of the hypothe�

sis. In the last decades, the statement of the problem in
point (c) of the hypothesis has been in the focus of soil
scientists studying the impact of the probable climatic
change on soils.

At the same time, except for Part I (a postulate
familiar to any soil scientist), the Dokuchaev hypoth�
esis was forgotten. As far as we know, Part II was last
cited 84 years ago [1, p. 10], and Part III was last cited
70 years ago [16, p. 17]. Unfortunately, the Dokuchaev
hypothesis was not even mentioned in national funda�
mental studies on the history of soil science [30, 21,
14, 6].

SOIL FORMATION EQUATIONS

In 1899, Dokuchaev [8, p. 3] (Fig. 2) carried out
the first step towards the formalization of the problem.
He proposed the first soil formation equation:

(3)( ), , ,f=П К О Г В

Fig. 3. Title page and page from book [35] with the soil formation equation (4).
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where П is soil, К is climate, O is organisms, Г is par�
ent material, and В is the age of the soil. Topography
was not included into the expression probably due to a
stenographer’s mistake, because Eq. (3) is preceded by
two sentences discussing the important role of topog�
raphy in soil formation (Fig. 2).

In 1927, Zakharov presented a general soil forma�
tion equation in a well�known fundamental textbook
[35, p. 8] (Fig. 3). This equation ideally described the
Dokuchaev postulate:

(4)

where π is soil, М.Г.П. is parent rock material,
Р.Ж.Орг. is plant and animal organisms, Кл. is climate,
Возр. стр. is the age of the terrain, and Р�ф is topogra�
phy. There were three misprints in Eq. (4): two com�
mas were missed and there was an excess close bracket
(Fig. 3). The misprints were fixed in the second edition
[36, p. 18]. Unlike the rare brochure [8], textbooks
[35, 36] were widespread (4000 and 18000 copies of
the first and second editions were printed, respec�
tively).

In the summer of 1927, the Dokuchaev hypothesis
and Eq. (4) became known in the West due to two cir�
cumstances. First, Afanasiev [1, p. 10] printed an
English translation of almost the entire quotation
cited above (without referencing book [9]) in the
reprint of his report on the First International Con�
gress of Soil Science held in Washington DC in June
1927. Second, Zakharov took part in the Congress.
The reprint of his report to the Congress [34] did not
include Eq. (4). We do not know the exact publication
date of book [35]; therefore, we cannot state that
Zakharov was able to present the book at the Congress
or to give it to other participants. However, although
the first review and information on this book were
published in early 1928 [11], one of them was printed
in the congress’s proceedings [31, p. 33]. This is indi�
rect evidence that Zakharov could have brought at
least the proofs of the book to the Congress. Many
western soil scientists, including Jenny [31], had an
opportunity to learn about this equation in personal
contacts with Zakharov during the Congress and the
transcontinental soil excursion. It is well known that
the very active exchange of scientific ideas between the
participants from different nations was an outstanding
feature of this congress [32]. The unique role of the
Soviet delegation, which included several direct stu�
dents of Dokuchaev, was acknowledged almost imme�
diately [20]. One of the outcomes of this communica�
tion was a series of soil formation equations, such as
the Shaw equation, the Wilde equation, and the Jenny
equation (Eq. (2)).

In 1930, Shaw published the following equation
[28, p. 244]:

(5)

( ). . ., . ,fπ = М Г П Р Ж.Орг.,Кл.,Возр.стр.,Р�ф

( ) ,TS M C V D= + +

where S is soil, M is parent material, C is climate, V is
vegetation, T is time, and D is erosion or deposition.
Shaw did not mention either the Dokuchaev hypoth�
esis or the equations of Dokuchaev (3) and Zakharov
(4). It is interesting that Shaw presented Eq. (5) at the
Second International Congress of Soil Science held in
the USSR in 1930 [27]. Zakharov took part in the dis�
cussion of this presentation. He criticized Shaw for
ignoring the role of topography, animals, and humans
in Eq. (5) [27, p. 14].

In 1941, Wilde published his equation [33, p. 34]:

(6)

where S is soil, g is geological substratum, e is the envi�
ronmental influences, b is the biological activity, and t
is time. Wilde did not mention Eqs. (3), (4), and (5).
Note that Wilde, a Russia�born immigrant, was famil�
iar with the works of Dokuchaev and Zakharov.
Indeed, he cited the Dokuchaev postulate right before
Eq. (6) calling it “the first basic law of soil science”
(Zakharov’s expression [35, p. 8]).

In 1941, Jenny published Eq. (2) [16, p. 16] and
selectively cited the Dokuchaev hypothesis (after Afa�
nasiev [1, p. 10]), that is, only a portion of the limiting
Part III of the hypothesis [16, p. 17]. The following
fact is more indicative: it is obvious that the Jenny
equation (2) is almost identical to the Zakharov equa�
tion (4). However, Jenny did not mention Zakharov
either in [16] or in subsequent papers [15, 17]. Jenny
began to cite the Dokuchaev equation (3) only in 1961
[15], after its reproduction in the Collection of Works of
Dokuchaev [7].

This year marks the 70th anniversary of the publi�
cation of Jenny’s book [16]. During these years, the
question of authorship of the soil formation equation
was tangled due to several circumstances. First, the
Zakharov equation (4) was forgotten. As far as we
know, it was never cited both in foreign [29] and
national studies of the history of soil science [6, 14, 21,
30]. Second, the Dokuchaev equation (3) was repeat�
edly quoted with errors [14, p. 61; 26, p. 296]. Third,
different authors proposed different precursors of the
Jenny equation. For example, Bockheim et al. [4,
p. 26] stated that the Shaw equation (5) was the first
soil formation equation.

Finally, there was the constant problem of the
incorrect citation of primary sources. For instance,
Jenny repeatedly wrote that the Dokuchaev equation
“was printed in 1898 in an obscure Russian journal”
[15; 17, p. 203], though, in fact, Eq. (3) was printed in
1899 in brochure [8]. In the second edition of Pedol�
ogy, Joffe noted the following [19, p. 124]: “In mathe�
matical form, the Dokuchaev proposition was
expressed as follows:

(7)

where S = soil, f = function, pm = parent material, с =
climate, b = biosphere, a = age of land (time factor),

( ). . . ,S g e b dt= ∫

( )and, , , , ,S f pm c b a t=
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and t = topography." Joffe did not cite a source for
Eq. (7) that has a similar structure with the equations
of both Zakharov (4) and Jenny (2). It is interesting
that the first edition of Pedology [18], which was
repeatedly cited by Jenny [16], did not include this
sentence and Eq. (7). It is well known that Joffe, a
Russia�born immigrant, was a supporter of the Rus�
sian school of soil science. Probably, in the second edi�
tion [19], which was published eight years after
Jenny’s book [16], Joffe wished to protect the scien�
tific priority of Dokuchaev and Zakharov in the deri�
vation of the soil formation equation. However, in
terms of citation, he did this incorrectly and so
increased the confusion.

As a result, many Western soil scientists ignore, as a
rule, analogues or precursors of Eq. (2) and acknowl�
edge Jenny as the author of this equation. The apology
of the imaginary scientific priority of Jenny can be
found elsewhere [3, 2]. Most national soil scientists
believe that Jenny adopted Eq. (2) from Dokuchaev.
This is also wrong because the structure of Eq. (2) dif�
fers significantly from the structure of Eq. (3). Some�
times, the expression “the Dokuchaev–Jenny equa�
tion” is used [25], but this is also incorrect because the
structures of Eqs. (3) and (2) are different. For the
same reason, it is incorrect to call Eq. (2) “the
Dokuchaev–Zakharov equation.” 

Equation (2) should be called the Zakharov equa�
tion. It is encouraging that this issue was clarified in
2011, the anniversary year for the publications of
Dokuchaev and Jenny (table).

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The central idea and statement of the problem
of the contemporary predictive soil mapping were
explicitly defined in the Dokuchaev hypothesis in the
year 1886. 

(2) The equations of Dokuchaev (3) and Zakharov (4)
became the first experience in mathematical formal�
ization in soil science and laid the foundation for

mathematical modeling in this science. Dokuchaev
and Zakharov themselves (like most of their contem�
poraries) did not pay much attention to these equa�
tions. Being written too early, they were finally appre�
ciated in the last third of the 20th century.

(3) Jenny adopted the soil formation equation from
Zakharov. Equation (2) should be called the Zakharov
equation.
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